Kommetjie Road Upgrade: Temporary Road Closures 26-28 November 2019

The residents of Sun Valley and motorists in general are advised of the following short-term road closures:

26 Nov – OKW/KMR Intersection Phase 1 –

M&E will be closing the straight through lane (southbound) during non-peak times.

1. 26 Nov – NHMR/Montrose Close Phase 1 –

Traffic will be diverted as per sketch above with a stop/go on the eastern side of Montrose Close.
2. 26/27 Nov – NHMR/Montrose Close Phase 2

3. 27/28 Nov – NHMR/Montrose Close Phase 3

Note the closure of the entrance to the mall during construction of Phase 3. The Mall has been notified.
With regard to the reconstruction of the OKW/KMR intersection, every effort is being made to have it fully open before the end of year shutdown.

Work has had to be programmed for piecemeal construction to keep traffic flowing freely, however motorists will suffer brief delays here, and at other intersections.

We thank you for your ongoing patience and apologise for any inconvenience which may result from these temporary closures.